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Aims: Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is char-
acterized by self-regulation deficits, including impul-
sivity and affective lability. Transference-focused
psychotherapy (TFP) is an evidence-based treatment
proven to reduce symptoms across multiple
cognitive–emotional domains in BPD. This pilot
study aimed to investigate neural activation associated
with, and predictive of, clinical improvement in emo-
tional and behavioral regulation in BPD following
TFP.

Methods: BPD subjects (n = 10) were scanned pre-
and post-TFP treatment using a within-subjects
design. A disorder-specific emotional–linguistic
go/no-go functional magnetic resonance imaging para-
digm was used to probe the interaction between nega-
tive emotional processing and inhibitory control.

Results: Analyses demonstrated significant treatment-
related effects with relative increased dorsal prefrontal
(dorsal anterior cingulate, dorsolateral prefrontal,
and frontopolar cortices) activation, and relative

decreased ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and hippo-
campal activation following treatment. Clinical
improvement in constraint correlated positively with
relative increased left dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
activation. Clinical improvement in affective lability
correlated positively with left posterior-medial
orbitofrontal cortex/ventral striatum activation, and
negatively with right amygdala/parahippocampal
activation. Post-treatment improvements in con-
straint were predicted by pre-treatment right dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex hypoactivation, and
pre-treatment left posterior-medial orbitofrontal
cortex/ventral striatum hypoactivation predicted
improvements in affective lability.

Conclusions: These preliminary findings demon-
strate potential TFP-associated alterations in
frontolimbic circuitry and begin to identify neural
mechanisms associated with a psychodynamically
oriented psychotherapy.
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BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER (BPD)
is a mental illness characterized by self-regulation

and interpersonal difficulties. This inability to self-
regulate is manifested by rapid mood alterations and
intense emotional/behavioral responses including
impulsivity, aggression, and parasuicidal behav-
iors.1,2 The mainstay of treatment is psychotherapy,
while psychopharmacologic interventions have
yielded mixed results. The prevalence of BPD is
approximately 1.4%, and this condition utilizes
disproportionally high rates of psychiatric and
medical resources. Despite these statistics, both the
neurobiology and treatment of BPD have received
less investigative attention than other psychiatric
conditions with similar morbidity. While neural sub-
strates of symptom expression in BPD have been
investigated, the mechanisms mediating symptom
improvement following psychotherapy remain
poorly characterized, and few studies have investi-
gated neural changes associated with psychodynamic
psychotherapy in any population.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies probing emotional processing in BPD have
identified reduced top-down regulatory prefrontal
cortex (PFC) and enhanced amygdala activity. Several
studies in BPD demonstrated reduced anterior cingu-
late cortex (ACC), frontopolar cortex (FPC), and
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) activation in conjunction
with increased amygdalar activation during negative
emotional processing, suggesting decreased monitor-
ing and regulation, as well as increased reactivity in
the context of negative emotional stimuli. For
example, BPD patients displayed reduced FPC,
subgenual and rostral ACC activation in response to
fearful facial emotions,3 and failed dorsal and rostral
ACC activation during a negatively valenced emo-
tional word Stroop task.4 Reduced OFC activation
during script-driven imagery of self-injurious behav-
ior5 and attempted emotional re-appraisal6 has also
been reported. In addition to PFC dysfunction,
increased amygdala activation during negatively
valenced picture-viewing and fear-based tasks has
been characterized in BPD.3,7–10 Impaired amygdalar
habituation11 and aberrant ACC-amygdala, OFC-
amygdala and subgenual ACC-dorsal ACC functional

connectivity have also been demonstrated in BPD.10,12

Studies of BPD have also characterized behavioral
response-inhibition deficits during emotionally
neutral tasks,13,14 impairments in cognitive control
associated with decreased constraint,15 and enhanced
recall of salient, negatively valenced emotional
information.16

Our group previously designed an emotional lin-
guistic go/no-go fMRI study to probe the clinically
salient interaction of negative affective processing
and inhibitory control in BPD and healthy sub-
jects.17,18 In healthy subjects, inhibitory control in
the context of negative emotional processing selec-
tively activated the posterior-medial OFC, dorsal
ACC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), amyg-
dala and hippocampus. When comparing BPD with
healthy subjects, frontolimbic dysfunction was iden-
tified in the posterior-medial OFC and the dorsal
and subgenual ACC. Specific deficits in self-reported
restraint of impulsive behavior correlated with
decreased posterior-medial OFC activation, while
negative emotion correlated with increased
extended amygdala/ventral striatum activation.
Recently, use of a go/no-go task following anger
induction identified reduced inferior frontal cortex
activation in BPD compared to controls during
motor inhibition.19

Transference-focused psychotherapy (TFP) is an
evidence-based treatment for BPD, developed by
Kernberg and colleagues, that relies on techniques of
clarification, confrontation, and interpretation of
affect-laden themes that emerge within the transfer-
ence relationship.20 In a randomized, blinded 1-year
study, TFP reduced impulsivity, anger, irritability and
suicidality, and demonstrated greater multi-symptom
improvement compared to dialectical behavioral
therapy and supportive psychotherapy.21 Impor-
tantly, unlike the two comparison therapies, TFP sig-
nificantly reduced impulsivity. This pilot study used a
within-subjects design to investigate changes in
frontolimbic neural activation during the interaction
of inhibitory control and negative emotional process-
ing in BPD patients treated with TFP. Longitudinal
changes in neural activation and predictors of treat-
ment response were investigated, emphasizing a
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dimensional approach to study neural activity asso-
ciated with symptom improvement in the clinically
important domains of constraint, affective lability
and aggression. We hypothesized decreased
amygdalar activation and increased medial PFC acti-
vation associated with TFP-related clinical improve-
ment, and also that baseline neural activation
patterns in these regions would predict treatment
response.

METHODS

Participants

Ten women with BPD (nine right-handed; mean
age = 27.8 years, range = 23–32 years) were recruited
from the New York Presbyterian Hospital/Weill
Cornell Medical College–Westchester Division
(Supplemental Table S1). BPD diagnoses were con-
firmed with the International Personality Disorder
Examination22 (criteria score range = 5–9, dimen-
sional score range = 10–18; mean = 15.00, SD =
2.45). Other current diagnoses as measured by the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I
Disorders included panic disorder (n = 1), social
phobia (n = 1), specific phobia (n = 1), generalized
anxiety disorder (n = 3), alcohol abuse (n = 2), and
cannabis abuse (n = 2). Past diagnoses included
major depressive disorder (n = 6), obsessive–
compulsive disorder (n = 1), and alcohol dependence
(n = 2). On the International Personality Disorder
Examination, other categorical diagnoses included
histrionic (n = 3), avoidant (n = 1), and narcissistic
(n = 2) personality disorders.

Five patients reported psychotropic medication
during study participation (Supplemental Table S1).
Written informed consent was obtained and the pro-
tocol was approved by the institutional review board
of New York Presbyterian Hospital/Weill Cornell
Medical College. Subject recruitment, assessments,
TFP treatments, and fMRI scan acquisitions were per-
formed at New York Presbyterian Hospital/Weill
Cornell Medical College. Data analyses and manu-
script preparation were approved by the Partners
Human Research Committee.

Following initial assessment and pre-treatment
scanning, patients participated in TFP (average
number of sessions attended = 76.60, SD = 8.28).
TFP consisted of twice-weekly individual, 50-min ses-
sions supervised by Otto F. Kernberg, MD and Frank
Yeomans, MD, PhD. All therapists had advanced

degrees in social work, psychology or psychiatry, with
at least 2 years of prior experience treating BPD
patients. Weekly supervision on all cases was pro-
vided for the five therapists. Ratings of adherence and
competence were made by the supervisors on the TFP
Adherence and Competence Rating Scale.23 Interrater
reliability between two raters was high (intraclass cor-
relation coefficient [ICC] = 0.96). All participants
received the Multidimensional Personality Question-
naire (MPQ),24 the Affective Lability Scale (ALS)25

and the Overt Aggression Scale-Modified (OAS-M)26

prior to TFP and at follow-up scanning. The MPQ was
used to relate the clinically relevant factor of con-
straint to functional neuroimaging results. A high
level of constraint reflects tendencies to inhibit and
restrain impulse expression. The ALS is a 54-item
self-report instrument where subjects rate the ten-
dency of their mood to shift between normal to
affectively charged domains of anger, depression,
elation and anxiety, as well as their tendency to shift
between depression and elation and between depres-
sion and anxiety. OAS-M is a clinician-rated scale that
characterizes aggressive behavior within the past
week based on observation and self-report.

fMRI task

Participants underwent pre-treatment and post-
treatment scanning (average scan interval = 12.1
months; range = 10–14 months) while they per-
formed an emotional linguistic go/no-go task,17

with verbal stimuli containing themes salient for
BPD (Supplemental Figure S1). Participants were
instructed to perform a right-index-finger button-
press immediately after (silently) reading a word
appearing in normal font (go trial) and to inhibit this
response after reading a word in italicized font (no-go
trial). Button-press responses and reaction times were
recorded. Following scanning, participants per-
formed word recognition and valence rating tasks.

fMRI data acquisition, image processing
and analysis

Imaging data were acquired pre- and post-TFP with a
GE SIGNA 3Tesla MRI scanner (GE Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI, USA; Supplemental Methods). The
fMRI imaging data processing procedures were per-
formed using customized Statistical Parametric
Mapping software, and a two-level voxel-wise linear
random-effects model was utilized to examine the
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effect sizes of the key Group/Condition contrasts in a
three-way repeated-measures analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) setting (Supplemental Methods). Based on
a priori hypotheses derived from our prior studies18 as
well as theoretical considerations,17–19 regions of
interest (ROI) were the bilateral posterior-medial
OFC, ACC and amygdala. Based on previous differ-
ential activation in BPD versus healthy subjects,18

planned contrasts of interest (COI) probing motor
inhibitory control during negative versus neutral
emotional processing were selected. COI were exam-
ined: (i) as a function of treatment ([post-treatment
scan vs pre-treatment scan] × [negative vs neutral] ×
[no-go vs go]); and (ii) as predictors of treatment
response (pre-treatment scan: [negative vs neutral] ×
[no-go vs go]) via correlations with TFP-related
changes in MPQ-constraint, ALS-total and OAS-M.
The statistical significance of the group-level
comparison/interaction was assessed based on
Gaussian Random Field theory as implemented in
SPM. The group-level t-statistic map of a COI was
initially thresholded at a voxel-wise P-value < 0.01
and a spatial extent >1⁄4 cc. For an ROI, the predicted
peaks were considered statistically significant if their
initial voxel-wise P-value was <0.001 and family-
wise-error-rate (FWE) corrected P-value was <0.05
over a sphere with a radius = 6.2 mm that resulted in
a search volume of 1 cc.

RESULTS

Behavioral and treatment results

There were no statistically significant treatment-
related effects with in-scanner task performance as
measured by reaction times and commission/
omission errors. Likewise, there were no statistically
significant treatment-related effects on valence
ratings and word recognition. Although not powered
specifically to measure TFP-related clinical changes,
statistically significant improvements were found
post- versus pre-TFP in ALS-total (P = 0.038; pretreat-
ment mean 48.30 ± 11.97; post-treatment mean
40.50 ± 11.28) and OAS-M (P = 0.011; pretreatment
mean 13.92 ± 10.28; post-treatment score 6.67 ±
3.91) using repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Change in MPQ-constraint clinical scores
was not statistically significant (P = 0.324; pretreat-
ment mean 64.20 ± 13.82; post-treatment mean
68.40 ± 11.63).

Neuroimaging results

The COI probing the neural substrates of the inter-
action of negative (versus neutral) emotional pro-
cessing and behavioral inhibition as a function of
longitudinal TFP treatment was the three-way inter-
action term: ([post-treatment scan vs pre-treatment
scan] × [negative vs neutral] × [no-go vs go]). In com-
parison to pre-treatment scans, BPD patients
showed relative increased activation in cognitive
control regions, including right anterior-dorsal ACC,
dlPFC and FPC. Relative activation decreases were
found in left ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC) (inferior
frontal gyrus [pars orbitalis and triangularis]) and hip-
pocampus (see Figure 1 and Supplemental Tables S2
and S3).

Correlational analyses assessed the association
between clinical improvement in domains of interest
following treatment and changes in neural activity
during behavioral inhibition in the context of nega-
tive versus neutral emotional processing. With the
three-way interaction contrast ([post-treatment scan vs
pre-treatment scan] × [negative vs neutral] × [no-go vs
go]), improvements in MPQ-constraint scores corre-
lated positively with left anterior-dorsal ACC activa-
tion. Improvements in ALS-total correlated positively
with left posterior-medial OFC/ventral striatum acti-
vation, and negatively with right amygdala/
parahippocampal cortex activation (see Figure 2 and
Supplemental Tables S2 and S4).

Neural predictors of treatment response were
examined by correlating pre-treatment neural activa-
tion to changes in clinical scores using the two-way
contrast: (pre-treatment scan: [negative vs neutral] ×
[no-go vs go]). Improvements in MPQ-constraint
negatively correlated with pre-treatment right
anterior-dorsal ACC activation. Improvement in ALS-
total negatively correlated with left posterior-medial
OFC/ventral striatum activation (see Figure 3 and
Supplemental Tables S2 and S4).

DISCUSSION
This initial study examined changes in frontolimbic
neural activity associated with TFP treatment in BPD
patients while probing behavioral inhibition in the
context of negative emotional processing. Based on
our previously published neuroimaging findings in
healthy17 and BPD subjects,18 along with psychologi-
cal and neurobiological models of BPD,27,28 we
hypothesized treatment-related changes in prefrontal
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and limbic regions as neural mechanisms associated
with TFP-mediated clinical improvement.

Treatment with TFP was associated with relative
activation increases in emotional and cognitive
control areas and relative decreases in areas associ-
ated with emotional reactivity and semantic-based
memory retrieval. These findings suggest that TFP

may potentially facilitate symptom improvement in
BPD, in part, by improving cognitive–emotional
control via increased dorsal ACC, posterior-medial
OFC, frontopolar, and dlPFC engagement. Baseline
ACC dysfunction has been characterized in BPD
across a number of affectively valenced para-
digms.3,4,9,10,12,18,19 The subgenual, perigenual and
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Figure 1. Increased dorsal anterior
cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex activation and decreased infe-
rior frontal gyrus and hippocampus
activation during behavioral inhibi-
tion in the context of negative emo-
tional processing post- vs pre-
transference-focused psychotherapy
(TFP). Panels (a)–(d) depict the
interaction ([post-treatment vs pre-
treatment] × [negative vs neutral] ×
[no-go vs go]) (Supplementary Table S2
and S3). Statistical parametric maps
are thresholded at a voxelwise P-value
of 0.01. Following treatment with
TFP, borderline personality disorder
patients demonstrated relative
increased activation in the (a) right
anterior-dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (voxel-wise P-value = 0.001;
corrected P-value = 0.022) and the (b)
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(voxel-wise P-value = 0.001); relative
activation decreases following treat-
ment were noted in the (c) left inferior
frontal gyrus (voxel-wise P-value <
0.001) and the (d) left hippocampus
(voxel-wise P-value = 0.001). ( ) Go.
( ) No-go.
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anterior-dorsal ACC subregions are heavily intercon-
nected with limbic regions, including the amygdala
and hippocampus, while the anterior and posterior
dorsal ACC subregions are interconnected to lateral
prefrontal and premotor regions involved in higher-
order executive and behavioral functions.29 Based on

structural connectivity, the anterior-dorsal ACC may
be conceptualized as a critical node for the conver-
gence of emotional regulation, cognitive control and
behavioral expression. The anterior-dorsal ACC and
dlPFC have been described as having regulatory effer-
ent connections to the amygdala. TFP treatment was
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Figure 2. Dorsal anterior cingulate,
posterior-medial orbitofrontal, amyg-
dala, and inferior frontal gyrus activa-
tion changes post- vs pre-transference-
focused psychotherapy correlated with
clinical improvement. Panels (a)–(d)
depict correlational analyses of post-
vs pre-treatment-related effects on
constraint, affective lability, and
aggression for the interaction ([post-
treatment vs pre-treatment] × [negative
vs neutral] × [no-go vs go]) (Supple-
mentary Table S2 and S4). Statistical
parametric maps are thresholded at a
voxelwise P-value of 0.01. Panel (a)
shows a positive correlation between
improvements in Multidimensional
Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) –
Constraint score and relative increased
activation in the left anterior-dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (voxel-wise
P-value < 0.001, corrected P-value =
0.002). Panel (b) shows a positive cor-
relation between improvements in
Affective Lability Scale (ALS) – Total
score and relative increased activa-
tion in the left posterior-medial
orbitofrontal cortex/ventral striatum
(voxel-wise P-value = 0.001, corrected
P-value = 0.028). Panel (c) shows a
negative correlation between improve-
ments in ALS-Total score and relative
decreased activation in the right
amygdala/parahippocampal cortex
(voxel-wise P-value < 0.001, corrected
P-value = 0.005). Panel (d) shows a
positive correlation between improve-
ments in Overt Aggression Scale-
Modified (OAS-M) aggression score
and relative increased activation in the
left inferior frontal gyrus (voxel-wise
P-value = 0.001). X-axes formatted so
that increasing values reflect clinical
improvement. BOLD, blood-oxygen-
level-dependent.
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associated with relative increases in dorsal ACC and
dlPFC activation following treatment. Post- versus
pre-treatment anterior-dorsal ACC activation corre-
lated positively with improvements in constraint,
while reduced pre-treatment anterior-dorsal ACC
activation predicted clinical improvement in con-
straint. The association between clinical improve-
ment, low pre-treatment, and relatively elevated
post-treatment anterior-dorsal ACC activation sug-
gests that TFP may potentially modulate neural activ-
ity in this region to improve behavioral restraint.

Enhanced post- versus pre-treatment and blunted
pre-treatment posterior-medial OFC activation posi-
tively correlated with improvement in affective labil-
ity. The medial OFC is implicated in emotion- and
value-based decision-making, behavioral flexibility
and choice maintenance, with medial/lateral func-
tional distinctions based on anatomical connectivity

suggesting that the medial OFC (and its ventral
striatum connections) subserves behavioral
responses in the context of viscerosomatic function,
while lateral OFC mediates more sensory-based
evaluations.30 The posterior-medial OFC is particu-
larly implicated in emotion regulation given its
ACC, lateral PFC, amygdala, and hypothalamic
connections.

In addition to modulation of medial PFC, TFP-
associated amygdalar effects were also observed.
Improvements in affective lability inversely corre-
lated with post- versus pre-treatment right amygdala
activation during behavioral inhibition in the context
of negative emotional processing. The amygdala is
critical for negative emotion and fear expression,
salience, and emotional memory. Consistent with
models of emotion and behavioral regulation,
response to TFP was associated with increased dorsal
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Figure 3. Pre-treatment dorsal anterior cingulate and posterior medial orbitofrontal activation negatively correlated with clinical
improvement.
Panels (a)–(b) depict correlational analyses of pre-treatment-related effects on constraint and affective lability for the interaction
(pre-treatment: [negative vs neutral] × [no-go vs go]) (Supplementary Table S2 and S4). Statistical parametric maps are thresholded at a
voxelwise P-value of 0.01. Panel (a) shows an inverse correlation between pre-treatment activation in the right anterior-dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex and post-treatment improvements in Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) – Constraint score
(voxel-wise P-value < 0.001, corrected P-value = 0.002). Panel (b) shows an inverse correlation between pre-treatment activation in
the left posterior-medial orbitofrontal cortex/ventral striatum and post-treatment improvements in Affective Lability Scale (ALS) –
Total score (voxel-wise P-value < 0.001, corrected P-value = 0.013). X-axes formatted so that increasing values reflect clinical
improvement. BOLD, blood-oxygen-level-dependent.
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ACC and posterior-medial OFC activation, along
with reduced amygdala activation. These
frontolimbic activation patterns suggest that BPD
patients were potentially able to engage in task
demands with reduced negative emotional interfer-
ence post-treatment.

Apart from hypothesized frontolimbic regions,
potentially important treatment-related changes in
the vlPFC and hippocampus were also noted
(Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). Decreased left
vlPFC (pars orbitalis and pars triangularis) activation
(post- vs pre-treatment) was observed during the
interaction between negative emotional processing
and behavioral inhibition. Post-treatment, a positive
correlation was observed between increased left
vlPFC (pars orbitalis) activation and improvements
in aggression; pre-treatment activation in the pars
orbitalis and triangularis portions of the vlPFC pre-
dicted improvements in constraint and affective
lability, respectively. The ventral and anterior por-
tions of the left vlPFC (pars orbitalis) are intercon-
nected with the medial temporal lobe and are
implicated in cognitive control processes that guide
access to relevant semantic memories by facilitating
flexibility and integration between contextually
meaningful representations of perceptual, mne-
monic, and behavioral responses.31 Given the
observed role of the vlPFC with the current task and
the recall bias for salient, negatively valenced infor-
mation in BPD,16 it might be hypothesized that
treatment enabled a decreased need for goal-
directed access to semantic information and that
negative emotion was detected and controlled
rapidly. Neutral stimuli were potentially interpreted
more ambiguously and required additional evalua-
tion. The observed positive correlation between pars
orbitalis activation and improved aggression sup-
ports a relationship between cognitive control
mechanisms and anger regulation. Posterior and
dorsal portions of the vlPFC (pars triangularis) are
implicated more in controlled semantic disambigu-
ation en route to a behavioral response, facilitating
controlled post-retrieval selection.31 Following treat-
ment, this portion of the vlPFC was also relatively
less active in response to negative versus neutral
words, suggesting automatic forms of semantic-level
conflict resolution in the context of negative
emotion. The association of pre-treatment activity in
the pars orbitalis and triangularis with improved con-
straint and affective lability may further suggest that
these regions of the vlPFC are associated with

improvements in impulsivity and mood lability fol-
lowing TFP.

Decreased left hippocampal activation was also
noted pre-to-post TFP treatment. The hippocampus is
critical for rapid encoding, consolidation, and
retrieval of contextual features. Consistent with rela-
tive decreased vlPFC activation, relative hippocampal
activation decreases suggest a reduced need for
semantic memory retrieval in the context of negative
versus neutral emotion. In response to TFP, activation
of the left hippocampus negatively correlated with
improvement in affect lability and constraint, while
pre-treatment hippocampal activation positively cor-
related with improvement in these symptom
domains. In contrast, relative decreased hippocampal
activation pre-treatment was predictive of improve-
ments in measures of aggressive behavior. These
results suggest potential differences in processing
semantic memories associated with affective lability
and constraint versus aggression that require further
exploration.

We postulate that TFP treatment effects are primar-
ily associated with top-down prefrontal control over
limbic emotional reactivity and semantic memory
processing systems. Another potential mechanism
includes a cognitive form of semantic–linguistic
modulation (many left-lateralized findings). This
possible interpretation is consistent with a therapeu-
tic model of TFP, which describes an engagement of
the patient’s ‘observing ego’ that leads to improved
awareness of potentially threatening negative emo-
tions and a renewed ability to integrate realistic rep-
resentations of self and other.20 The transference
process is relational and may also engage social-
cognitive systems. In addition, one may consider that
TFP may potentially facilitate mechanisms of expo-
sure, extinction, and reconsolidation in relation to
challenging emotions and behavior enabling more
adaptive associations and behaviors. These findings
suggest that the dorsal ACC, posterior-medial OFC,
vlPFC, amygdala and hippocampus warrant further
investigation as potential biomarkers associated with
clinical improvement following TFP treatment.

In a prior study of six BPD patients scanned before
and after 12-weeks of dialectical behavioral therapy
(DBT),32 four individuals improved following DBT
and displayed reduced amygdalar and hippocampal
activation consistent with our findings. In a more
recent 12-month post- versus pre-DBT neuroimaging
study in 11 BPD patients and 11 healthy subjects,
ROI analyses showed decreased amygdalar activa-
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tion, and an association between post-treatment
decreased amygdala activation and improvements in
emotion regulation.33 These studies suggest some
shared mechanisms of treatment and/or correlates of
symptom reductions. In addition, two other studies
have probed neural activation changes related to psy-
chodynamic psychotherapy (neither in BPD). Fol-
lowing 15 months of psychodynamic psychotherapy,
16 subjects with depression demonstrated reduced
left amygdala and anterior hippocampal activation.34

Similar normalization of pre-treatment elevated
amygdalar and hippocampal activation following
short-term, psychodynamic inpatient psychotherapy
in panic disorder has also been characterized.35 Fur-
thermore, pre-treatment relative increases in dorsal
ACC, medial OFC and dlPFC activation have pre-
dicted clinical response to cognitive–behavioral
therapy.36

There are several limitations of this study. Our
BPD cohort had multiple axis I and II psychiatric
comorbidities and five subjects were on psychotropic
medications that were not held constant throughout
the TFP treatment intervention (including four sub-
jects discontinuing anxiolytic medications). These
confounds were only partially controlled for using a
within-subjects design. While holding medications
constant would have strengthened our ability to attri-
bute activation changes to TFP, this is particularly
challenging in BPD patients. The current study
nonetheless advances our understanding of brain-
symptom relationships related to links between
neural activation changes and improvements in con-
straint and affective lability. The lack of a matched
healthy control group also limited the ability to
account for time-related scanner and other non-
specific effects. While there is significant variability in
the shape of BOLD responses collected across single
subjects, it is important to note that the longitudinal
stability of group activation maps in similarly robust
cognitive tasks has been found to be reproducible
and suitable for within-subjects designs.37 Although
the current findings are also limited by the small
number of subjects and the interval range between
scans (10–14 months), the delineation of clinically
relevant neural activation changes related to psycho-
dynamic psychotherapy have been scarcely studied to
date.

In conclusion, this study provides preliminary
empirical support for systems-level frontolimbic
neural mechanisms and potential biomarkers associ-
ated with clinical improvements in patients with BPD

following TFP. These results advance our currently
limited understanding of neural mechanisms associ-
ated with psychodynamically oriented psycho-
therapy. Activation in the anterior-dorsal ACC,
posterior-medial OFC, amygdala-hippocampus, and
vlPFC was associated with improvements in behav-
ioral constraint, emotional regulation and/or aggres-
sion in patients with BPD. Future research should
seek to replicate these findings in a larger, controlled
sample, and investigate hypoactivation of the
anterior-dorsal ACC and posterior-medial OFC as
possible endophenotypes linked to impulsivity and
affective lability, respectively, in BPD and individuals
at increased risk for developing BPD.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in
the online version of this article at the publisher’s
web-site:

Supplemental Figure 1. Schematic figure of the
emotional-linguistic go/no-go task and timing
parameters.
Supplemental Table S1. Demographic and clinical
information for the 10 recruited patients with
borderline personality disorder.
Supplemental Table S2. Region of interest (ROI)
analyses of brain regions showing differential blood-
oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) neural activation in
borderline personality disorder patients post- vs
pre-treatment for the interaction effect between

negative (versus neutral) emotional words and no-go
(versus go) conditions ([post-treatment scan vs pre-
treatment scan] × [negative vs neutral] × [no-go vs go])
shown in Figure 1. ROI analyses showing post vs pre-
treatment and pre-treatment effects correlated to
clinical improvement in constraint (Multidimen-
sional Personality Questionnaire-Constraint), and
affective lability (Affective Lability Scale-Total)
shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Supplemental Table S3. Brain regions showing dif-
ferential blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
neural activation in borderline personality disorder
patients post- vs pre-treatment for the interaction
effect between negative (versus neutral) emotional
words and no-go (versus go) conditions ([post-
treatment scan vs pre-treatment scan] × [negative vs
neutral] × [no-go vs go]) (See also Supplemental
Table S2 and Fig. 1).
Supplemental Table S4. Brain regions showing post-
vs pre-treatment and pre-treatment effects correlated
to clinical improvement in constraint (Multidimen-
sional Personality Questionnaire-Constraint), affec-
tive lability (Affective Lability Scale-Total) and
aggression (Overt Aggression Scale-Modified) (See
also Supplemental Table S2 and Figs 2 and 3).
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